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ABSTrACT                        Photonic structures offer a promising alternative of conventional electronic ones, 
especially for future information technological applications. Instead of conductors and tran-
sistors, their optical analogues (miniature light guides and optical switches, respectively) are 
serving as passive and active elements processing information in photonic circuits. One of the 
biggest challenges in this respect is to find proper nonlinear optical (NLO) materials that are able 
to actively control the flow of information in integrated optical (IO) circuits. Several inorganic 
and organic materials have been considered for this special application, requiring high speed, 
sensitivity, reliability and log-term stability. So far, however, none of them is regarded as the 
optimal solution. In 2002, we suggested an especially stable, light-sensitive biomaterial, the pro-
tein bacteriorhodopsin (bR), to be used as an active material in NLO structures of IO applications 
(Ormos et al. 2002). An IO switching and modulation using a bR adlayer on a grating-coupled 
planar optical waveguide was also demonstrated. This publication inspired a number of upcom-
ing research papers dealing with the application of bR in different optical switch structures, 
defining a new trend in photonics, using hybride structures comprised of passive inorganic, and 
active biomaterials. Below, we give a brief overview of the relevant, recent results.
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introduction

Time will come when the continuously growing internet 
traffic and the high demand for faster data processing ap-
plications cannot be fulfilled by present, state-of-the-art 
electronic devices. Modern electronic circuits require more 
and more components (e.g., transistors) to be integrated on 
a small silicon chip, but the minimal size of these electronic 
elements is limited.

In 1965, director of R&D Laboratories at Fairchild Semi-
conductor, Gordon E. Moore made a prediction about the 
future of integrated electronics. His finding (named after him 
Moore’s Law) was that the number of electronic components 
integrated on a silicon wafer of unit area is doubling in every 
18 month (Moore 1965). This predicted exponential growth 
has been valid for a long time, but experts say that this trend 
cannot be sustained for a long time: “Moore’s Law will soon 
hit the wall”.

Nowadays, integrated electronic components are fab-
ricated by chemical, physical or electrochemical vapor 
deposition (CVD, PVD, ECD) methods, molecular beam 
epitaxy (MBE) and recently, atomic layer deposition (ALD). 
It is clear, that the size of integrated electronic components 

cannot be decreased below a limit that will be reached soon. 
The most important problems of today’s microelectronic 
devices are, among others, electromagnetic interference 
and heat dissipation. Hence, although microelectronics will 
have the leading role in everyday’s telecommunication and 
data processing applications, several alternative solutions 
are also intensively researched to keep up with the increas-
ing demands of information technology. One of the most 
promising approaches is the field of integrated optics (IO), 
which provides micro-devices operating by light pulses as 
information carriers, at wavelengths typically in the visible 
and near-infrared spectrum.

IO is a rapidly emerging discipline of engineering op-
tics aiming at integrating miniature photonic devices on a 
common substrate. One of the most important areas of ap-
plications in integrated optics is telecommunication, where 
all-optical data processing is the most promising direction. 
Unlike microelectronic integration, where silicon is the 
dominant material, photonic integrated circuits are fabricated 
also from e.g., electro-optic crystals, various polymers and 
semiconductor materials. State-of-the-art photonic integra-
tion technology can provide the passive elements of optical 
integrated circuits, based either on silicon, glass or plastic 
materials. As the technologies are readily developed, the most 
challenging task of integrated optical research is to find the 
most suitable materials with appropriate nonlinear optical 
(NLO) properties that can serve as active elements in inte-
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grated optical circuits. According to recent views, the versatile 
and cost-effective organic materials represent a promising 
alternative of the currently used semiconductor materials, to 
be the basis of active IO elements (Haque and Nelson 2010). 
So far, specifically designed organic, pi-conjugated molecular 
materials have attracted the most interest (Service 1995; Hu 
et al. 2008; Hales et al. 2010), but their applicability in IO is 
still to be verified.

The simplest passive element of an integrated optical 
circuit is a waveguide which is the optical analog of electri-
cal wires. Since guided modes of an optical waveguide have 
important role in photonic devices, in the next sections we 
present the calculation of their characteristic parameters as 
well as an experimental method which will also be the basis 
of a biophotonic switching device.

Guided modes in a slab waveguide

Optical waveguides are the most important passive compo-
nents of an integrated optical circuit. Their common feature is 
a high refractive index core in which the light wave propagates 
by total internal reflection at the boundaries. Although they 
exist in many forms (e.g., ridge, channel, etc.) suited for the 
application in question, their light-guiding properties are very 
similar, and can be studied – in some basic cases – analyti-
cally. To demonstrate the analytical method and discover the 
most important properties of guided waves, here we deal with 
the simplest waveguide form, the so-called slab waveguide. 
For the description of waveguiding and the guided modes, we 
will use Maxwell’s equations, and we presume that the reader 
is familiar with the basic operations of vector analysis.

The guiding layer of the slab waveguide is a thin (~200 
nm) dielectric layer of high refractive index, evaporated on 
a glass, polymer or plastic substrate (Fig. 1). There is also a 
third layer (the so-called adlayer) on the top of the guiding 
layer which later will have an important role in biophoto-
nic applications. Therefore, the waveguide theory presented 
below is called the theory of three-layer waveguides. The 
validity of this theory will also be discussed at the end of 
this section.

Waveguiding occurs via total internal reflections at the 
substrate-film and film-adlayer interfaces. Incident elemen-
tary light beams reflected from the two interfaces interfere 
with each other, and the resulting interference pattern deter-
mines the cross-sectional intensity distribution of the guided 
mode. Since the light propagating in the guiding layer is an 
electromagnetic wave, the exact description of the phenom-
enon can be done using Maxwell’s equations. We consider 
non-conducting dielectric layers without free charges and free 
currents. In this case, Maxwell’s equations reduce themselves 
to the following:

 

where E and H are the electric and magnetic field vectors 
of the electromagnetic wave, ϵ

0
 is the absolute permittivity of 

the vacuum, ϵ is the relative permittivity of the material and 
μ

0
 is the vacuum permeability. From the above equations, we 

can compose the wave equations corresponding to both the 
electric and the magnetic field vectors:

where c is the speed of light in vacuum, 3 x 108 m/s, and 
n is the refractive index of the material in which the wave is 
propagating.

Furthermore, we also consider a semi-infinite substrate 
and adlayer with refractive indices n

S
 and n

A
, respectively, 

between them a guiding layer of refractive index n
F
 and thick-

ness d
F
. Since the media considered here are isotropic, the 

y-dependence of the fields is zero, which is expressed by the 
spatial operator ∂/∂y=0, when applied to the E and H vectors. 
Therefore, the electric and magnetic fields of a monochro-
matic plane wave with an angular frequency of ω which obey 
the above restrictions, can be written in the form:

where β is the component of the wave vector parallel 
to the z-axis, the so-called propagation constant. Guided 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the slab waveguide with a dried 
purple membrane patch above the grating coupler.

→ →

→ →
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modes are tightly confined in the guiding layer, therefore, 
we look for plane wave solutions that are harmonic in the 
guiding layer and exponentially decaying in the substrate 
and adlayer. Substituting the plane wave solutions into the 
wave equations, one can get two distinct solutions which 
depend on the polarization of the incident light. When the 
polarization direction of the wave is parallel to the plane 
of incidence (e.g., p-polarized), the mode is called a TM 
(transversal magnetic) mode, when it is perpendicular to the 
plane of incidence, the mode is a TE (transversal electric) 
mode. After some basic algebraic operations, one can get the 
mode equations corresponding to the mth TE and TM guided 
modes, respectively:

where k
0
 is the vacuum wavenumber of the monochro-

matic light, N
i
 (i=TE, TM) are the so-called effective refrac-

tive indices of the modes, defined by N= β/k0. The arctan(…) 
terms in the above equations represent the Goos – Hänchen-
shifts, the phase shifts of the wave upon total internal reflec-
tions on the boundaries. The effective refractive index of a 
guided mode depends upon the wavelength and the waveguide 
parameters, namely, the refractive indices of the three layers 
and the thickness of the guiding layer. Solutions of the mode 
equations give the effective refractive index of a given mode, 

from which the cross sectional light intensity distribution can 
also be calculated.

The effective indices of some guided modes as the func-
tion of the guiding layer thickness are shown on Figure 2. It 
can be clearly seen that the TE and TM modes are unambigu-
ously separated by the waveguide each having a distinct ef-
fective index. From geometric considerations, it can be shown 
that the effective refractive index of a guided mode always lies 
between the refractive index of the substrate and the guiding 
layer. Zeroth TE mode has always the highest effective index, 
close to the refractive index of the guiding layer. If we have a 
waveguide in which only the zeroth mode(s) can propagate, 
it is called a single mode waveguide.

Two other important properties of a slab waveguide are 
the cut-off wavelength and the cut-off thickness. For a given 
thickness and waveguide refractive indices, the former deter-
mines the maximal wavelength of the monochromatic wave 
that can propagate in the guiding layer as a guided mode. The 
latter, assuming that the wavelength and the refractive indices 
are given, tells us about the minimal thickness of the guid-
ing layer in which a guided mode can propagate. The cut-off 
wavelengths of the zeroth modes is defined by

where α = 0,1 corresponds to the TE and TM modes, 
respectively. The cut-off thickness of the mth mode of a slab 
waveguide is given by

where, again, α = 0, corresponds to the TE and TM modes, 
respectively.

As we have seen, the electric field, consequently, the 
light intensity outside of the guiding layer, is not zero, and 
it is decaying exponentially. Since the effective index of the 
mode also depends both on n

S
 and n

A
, it can be realized as the 

outlying, decaying part of the confined radiation also “feels” 
the refractive indices of the substrate and the adlayer. This 
exponentially decaying part of the guided mode is called the 
evanescent wave which has an important role also in sensory 
applications (Dér et al. 2010) based on optical waveguides.

The distance measured in the substrate or the adlayer at 
which the electric field decays to its 1/e value (corresponding 
to the interface boundary) is the so-called penetration depth. 
Any adlayer (or substrate) material that is inside the penetra-

Figure 2. Calculated effective refractive indices of different 
guided modes in the function of the guiding layer thickness. 
Waveguide parameters: nS = 1.52, nF = 1.77, nA = 1n, l = 632.8 nm.
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tion depth influences the effective index of a guided mode. 
The above theory of the three-layer slab waveguides as well 
as its consequences is valid only in the case when the adlayer 
and the substrate are thicker than the penetration depth. The 
penetration depth in each medium is given by:

where i=S,A corresponding to the substrate and the 
adlayer and α = 0,1 apply to the TE and TM modes, respec-
tively. Usually, the penetration depth is in the order of the 
wavelength.

optical waveguide Lightmode Spectroscopy

As we have seen, a guided mode of the slab waveguide 
is uniquely characterized by its effective refractive index 
which depends only on the waveguide parameters and the 
wavelength of the applied electromagnetic radiation. Until 
now, we have not emphasized the role and importance of the 
uppermost layer, the adlayer, which is indicated on Figure 1 
as a circular patch. Commercially available slab optical wave-
guides, in the simplest case, are fabricated by evaporating a 
thin dielectric layer on a – usually glass or quartz – substrate. 
Literally, it is only a two-layer waveguide; the third layer in 
this case is the air above the thin guiding layer. In integrated 
optical applications using bare waveguides or optical fibers, 
the adlayer can be any arbitrary material placed (evaporated, 
dried, etc.) on the top of the guiding layer. Since the effec-
tive refractive index of the guided mode depends also on the 

refractive index of the adlayer, the guided mode inside the 
guiding layer can be manipulated by the adlayer. This phe-
nomenon is exploited in sensory and, as we shall see in detail, 
in waveguide-based photonic applications.

One of the modern experimental methods used for refrac-
tive index measurement is based on the measurement of the 
effective refractive index of guided modes and called Optical 
Waveguide Lightmode Spectroscopy (OWLS). In this section 
we will introduce the basic technique and later it will be ex-
ploited as a possible integrated optical application.

So far, we have investigated a radiation that is confined, 
propagating in a very thin layer, but have not told how the 
light can be introduced into the guiding layer. A plain method 
is the so-called end-coupling when we simply direct the 
monochromatic light into the guiding layer, for example, 
from an optical fiber. In this case the numerical aperture of 
the fiber has to be matched with the acceptance angle of the 
waveguide. This method is rarely used and cannot even be 
used in case of very thin guiding layers. Another possibility 
to excite a guided mode is the prism-coupling. This method 
uses evanescent waves occurring at total reflection inside a 
prism to excite a guided mode in a waveguide which is placed 
very close (tens of nanometers) to the coupling prism. A 
third coupling method which is in close connection with the 
OWLS-technique is discussed in more detail.

Grating couplers are diffraction gratings embedded in the 
substrate or the guiding layer itself. They can be either ampli-
tude gratings fabricated by sol-gel technique from a master 
grating, or phase gratings prepared by ion implantation. The 
impinging beam is diffracted on the grating and the first-order 
diffracted ray is coupled into the guiding layer. The effective 
refractive index is only a numerical parameter that character-
izes a guided mode unequivocally, but cannot be measured 
directly. However, several indirect methods exist by which 
we can measure this parameter. One of them, which will be 
described in the following, uses a slab waveguide equipped 
with a grating coupler. Since we usually use single-mode 
waveguides, in the following the mode order will be taken to 
be 0 where it is appropriate.

A monochromatic light (e.g., a laser beam) coming from 
the substrate side of the waveguide is directed onto the grat-
ing coupler with an incidence angle of a. The beam will be 
diffracted into the guiding layer under a diffraction angle 
determined by the grating equation. The waveguide is placed 
on a rotational stage by which the incident angle of the laser 
beam can be varied with high precision (typically 10-3 deg). 
Detectors (e.g., photomultiplier tubes, photodiodes) are 
placed at the ends of the waveguide to measure the intensity 
of the light propagating in the guiding layer. The intensity 
signal measured by the detectors can be investigated on an 
oscilloscope (Fig. 3). When a guided mode is excited, a sharp 
intensity peak can be observed in the signal of the detector 
placed in the direction of light propagation, indicating that 

Figure 3. Observed intensity peaks corresponding to the zeroth TM and 
TE modes in case of nA = 1.00 (blue line) and nA = 1.52 (red line). Guided 
modes symmetrically located around 0 degrees (normal incidence) were 
measured by two detectors placed at the ends of the waveguide.
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the incoupled beam propagates along the waveguide. With 
this method, angular positions of the peaks corresponding to 
the guided modes can be precisely measured and the effective 
mode indices can be calculated by the following formula:

where α is the incidence angle of the laser corresponding 
to the measured intensity peak, λ is the wavelength of the 
monochromatic light and Λ is the grating constant (e.g., the 
distance between two grooves, in spectroscopy, it is usually 
given in lines/mm). One possible experimental arrangement 
by which the guided modes can be visualized and investigated 
is shown on Figure 4.

OWLS is a very sensitive technique for refractive index 
measurement. Since the parameters (thickness, refractive 
index) of commercially available slab waveguides are subject 
to some deviation due to the manufacturing process, they have 
to be calibrated before use. Calibration is performed in the 
presence of an adlayer of known refractive index, e.g., in air. 
When the angular positions of the zeroth TM and TE modes 
are determined, the two mode equations corresponding to the 
modes of different polarizations contain only two unknown 
parameters, namely, the thickness and the refractive index of 
the guiding layer (assumed that the substrate refractive index 
is known). The system of mode equations can be solved by 
numerical methods. Here we must note that the highly non-
linear mode equations require a very accurate determination 
of angles and numerical solutions of high precision. From 
the measured incoupling angles the thickness and refractive 
index of the layer can be calculated.

The waveguides calibrated in this way are ready to be 
used for refractive index measurements of any material that 
can be layered on top of the guiding layer. By this method 
refractive index of liquids, gases and even biological samples 

dried from solution can be measured. The OWLS-technique 
can also be used in sensory applications, like humidity and 
gas detectors, even the rate of biochemical reactions can be 
followed by this method.

So far, we have got acquainted with the simplest photonic 
device which, in many different forms, is the most important 
passive element of an integrated optical circuit. Even in this 
simple case, analytical investigation of guided modes requires 
elaborate mathematical operations. Several analytical methods 
also exist for somewhat complicated arrangements but usu-
ally the analysis of a general-purpose, multilayer waveguide 
structure uses tricky approximations, and also demands high 
computational power. A lot of numerical methods are avail-
able for integrated optical calculations, and are implemented 
in complex software packages.

Active components in integrated optical circuits

An integrated optical circuit without active components is like 
a network of roads without traffic lights. Active elements are 
necessary to control the propagation of light in a complex op-
tical circuit, like transistors switch currents in electric devices. 
Control is performed trough actuating an active component 
by some kind of external signal. Nowadays, integrated optical 
switches and modulators are operated by electric, magnetic, 
thermal or acoustic energy conversion via a nonlinear optical 
(NLO) material of sufficient properties. Active components 
based on electro-, or magneto-optic effects change their opti-
cal properties upon external voltage or applied magnetic field, 
while acousto-optic modulators exploit the density change of 
the material generated by acoustic waves of appropriate fre-
quency. All of these nonlinear optical effects lead to change in 
the refractive index by which the propagating electromagnetic 
wave can be altered. Due to size restrictions of this article, a 
complete review of these methods is impossible.

Bottle-necks of the above methods are the speed and 
efficiency of the conversion between two forms of energy. 
Higher-order nonlinear optical coefficients are small, there-
fore, these active components require high electric or mag-
netic field to operate which can often lead to the breakdown 
of the device. Today, integrated electronic switches operate 
in the nanosecond region.

To overcome the disadvantages of these techniques, all-
optical methods in which the propagating light is controlled 
in a purely optical way, are intensively researched. Since the 
fabrication procedures are very similar to those used to create 
microelectronic circuits and they are well-developed, bottle-
neck of integrated optics is the research of new, efficient 
materials with appropriate NLO properties that can play the 
role of active components. Active components of integrated 
optical circuits can be organic or inorganic crystals, natural 
or sophisticatedly designed artificial dye molecules (Hales 
et al. 2010) and even materials of biological origin. There 

Figure 4. Experimental arrangement of the OWLS-technique used in 
this work.
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are several important requirements to be fulfilled by these 
active materials, like sensitivity, high light-induced refractive 
index change, mechanical stability, etc. Although biological 
molecules, especially proteins become unstable when they 
are extracted from their natural environment, lately, some of 
them are also being considered for technical use in photonics. 
Among them, the chromoprotein bacteriorhodopsin (bR) has 
generated the most interest (Song et al. 1994; Vsevolodov 
1998; Stuart et al. 2001). Several conceptual optical data-
processing applications using bR as active NLO material have 
also been published (Thoma and Hampp 1994; Zhang et al. 
1995; Stuart et al. 2002; Fischer et al. 2003).

Bacteriorhodopsin

Bacteriorhodopsin (bR), a transmembrane proton pumping 
protein isolated from a fraction of the outer cell membrane 
(purple membrane, PM) of the salt-loving archea Halobacte-
rium salinarum (Oesterhelt and Stoeckenius 1971, 1973; Dér 
et al. 1995), is the simplest known ion pump and one of the 
best characterized membrane proteins. Among other retinal-
containing proteins – like halorhodopsin, sensory rhodopsin 
I and II (Stoeckenius 1985) –, bR plays an important role in 
the energetics of the cell. Upon light absorption, bR pumps 
protons from the cytoplasmic side of the membrane to the 
extracellular space and the resulting transmembrane proton 
gradient is used by the ATP synthase for ATP synthesis (Bo-
gomolni et al. 1976; Hartmann et al. 1977). Bacteriorhodop-
sin is one of the smallest ion pumping membrane proteins, 
therefore it serves as a model system in the investigation of 
the structure and functional mechanism of active ion transport 
processes at the atomic level.

The protein – with a molecular weight of 26 kDa – is 
consisted of seven α-helices that span the purple membrane 
with a thickness of about 5 nm. The protein molecules are 
ordered in a regular two-dimensional hexagonal lattice in PM, 
in a trimeric form (Henderson and Shotton 1980; Henderson 
et al. 1986). The amino acid residue sequence was also deter-
mined in one of the early studies (Ovchinnikov et al. 1979). 
The structure and function of the protein (in some details) 
are very similar to those of the rhodopsin found in the eye 
(Oesterhelt and Stoeckenius 1971). Atomic structure of the 
protein obtained from X-ray crystallographic experiments is 
shown on Figure 5. The direction of proton pumping is point-
ing downward from the cytoplasmic side of the membrane.

The light-adapted bR molecule – in its ground state – con-
tains an all-trans retinal as the light-sensing chromophore, 
which is covalently attached to the Lys-216 side chain via a 
protonated Schiff’s base. Upon photon-absorption, the retinal 
goes to an excited state and isomerizes to its 13-cis form. Af-
ter isomerization of the retinal, the protein undergoes a cyclic 
series of thermally excited conformational changes, while a 
proton is translocated through the membrane. In the end of 

the cycle, the retinal is reprotonated from the cytoplasmic 
side and the protein relaxes to the ground state. In case of 
wild-type bacteriorhodopsin (WT bR), the characteristic life 
time of the whole cycle is about 10 ms. This light-induced 
proton transport process is called the photocycle (Chu Kung 
et al. 1975; Lozier et al. 1975). During the photocycle, the 
protein goes through several metastable, spectrally well-dis-
tinguishable conformational states, the so called intermediate 
states (BR

568
, J

625
, K

610
, L

540
, M

412
, N

550
, O

630
). The lower indi-

ces of the intermediate states correspond to their absorption 
maxima (nm). The time course of intermediate concentrations 
during the photocycle can be determined by flash-photolysis 
experiments. After the photocycle is started by a short actinic 
flash, the relative population of an intermediate state can be 
followed by absorption spectroscopic methods in the visible 
range (Kaufmann et al. 1976; Lozier et al. 1976; Dér et al. 
1991; Váró and Lanyi 1991; Colonna et al. 2005). The late 
intermediate states are also photosensitive, the photocycle can 
be short-cut at any step by applying a second flash exciting 
the corresponding intermediate state (Ormos et al. 1980). Rate 
constants of the photocycle in solutions strongly depend on 
the environmental conditions, e.g., temperature, ionic strength 
and pH of the solution, buffers.

Structure and function of proteins can be studied by 
spectroscopic methods ranging from X-rays to terahertz fre-
quencies (Engelhard et al. 1987; Kataoka et al. 1993; Saitô 

Figure 5. The helical structure of bacteriorhodopsin with some func-
tionally important amino acid residues and the retinal chromophore 
in the center.
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and Naito 2007; Groma et al. 2011). In this work, we deal 
only with spectroscopic properties in the visible region. The 
spectra of the intermediate states were determined by several 
authors using different techniques. Absorption spectra used in 
this work (Fig. 6) were measured by Gergely et al. (1997) and 
refined later by Zimányi (2004). Since we want to study the 
applicability of bacteriorhodopsin as an active optical material 
in integrated optics, one of the most important properties is 
the refractive index change between the steps of the photo-
cycle. The absorption difference between two intermediate 
states also implies a corresponding refractive index change, 

according to the Kramers-Kronig relations (Nussenzveig 
1972; Wooten 1972). The refractive index changes of the 
intermediate states with respect to the ground state (BR) 
have been calculated according to the above Kramers-Kronig 
relation and are shown in (Fig. 7). As it is expected from the 
absorption shift, the calculated largest refractive index change 
is between the BR and M states, approximately -4 x 10-3 at 
the wavelength of the He-Ne laser (632.8 nm). At the same 
wavelength, refractive index changes between the BR→K and 
BR→L transitions are almost equal, found to be -2 x 10-3. The 
calculated refractive index changes are comparable, or even 
higher than those of organic or inorganic crystals used as 
active materials in integrated optical devices (Ormos et al. 
2002).

In the following section we present proof-of-the-concept 
experiments using bacteriorhodopsin as active NLO material 
in ultrafast photonic switching.

Protein-based ultrafast photonic switching

The concept of Tbit/s telecommunication represents the 
expectations of a serious improvement both in capacity and 
speed and all-optical (photonic) data processing is considered 
to be the most promising approach to achieve these goals. 
Here we present an experimental demonstration of a pico-
second photonic switch using the refractive index change of 
the bR adlayer accompanying the ultrafast BR→K transition, 
allowing greater than 100 GHz communication speed in in-
tegrated optical devices (Fábián et al. 2011).

Earlier experiments concerning the integrated optical ap-
plications of bR proved that under continuous illumination, 
the refractive index of a dried bR-film at 632 nm changes 
while the M state develops. Consequently, if a probe laser 
beam at a wavelength outside of the excitation range of 
bR is coupled into an integrated optical device (e.g., a slab 
waveguide or a Mach-Zehnder interferometer) covered by 
an adlayer prepared of bR, the intensity of the output can 
be modulated by exciting the sample (Ormos et al. 2002; 
Dér et al. 2007). Optical switching and logical operations 
based on the BR→M transition were also shown later by 
other integrated optical structures, as well (Topolancik and 
Vollmer 2006; Roy et al. 2010; Wolff and Dér 2010). The 
results of other experiments (Fábián et al. 2011) proved 
that the BR→K transition can also be utilized in integrated 
optical applications, suggesting the feasibility of picosecond 
optical switching, based on the nonlinear optical properties 
of bacteriorhodopsin.

In order to realize ultrafast photonic switching, pump-
probe experiments were carried out on a bR film, using pico-
second and femtosecond laser pulses. A short pump pulse at a 
wavelength in the absorption band of bR (l=530 nm) initiated 
the photocycle of the protein. The light-induced refractive 
index change was then probed by a subsequent laser pulse at 

Figure 6. Reconstructed relative absorption spectra of the ground state 
(BR) and the K, L, M intermediate states of bacteriorhodopsin.

Figure 7. Calculated refractive index changes between some inter-
mediate states (K, L and M) and the ground (BR) state of a dried 
bacteriorhodopsin layer.
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a central wavelength around 790 nm, outside the absorption 
bands of all intermediates, ensuring that the photocycle is 
unaffected by the probe beam. The investigated transition was 
characterized by changing the time delay between the pump 
and probe pulses, as well as their duration. In all experiments 
pulses generated by a TW-class laser system were used, 
which provided us with two synchronized pulses centered at 
530 nm and 790 nm wavelengths, respectively (Fig. 8). The 
broadband pulses were generated from the more intense part 
of the fundamental beam with the unique combination of 
non-collinear optical parametric chirped pulse amplification 
(NOPCPA) and chirp-assisted sum-frequency generation 
(Mero et al. 2011). The less intense part of the beam was 
used to probe the sample excited by the pump pulse. After 
an adjustable delay and shaping of their spectral bandwidth 
the pulses were aimed to the sample, in this case a slab opti-
cal waveguide covered by a dried bacteriorhodopsin layer. 
The outcoupled spectrum and intensity were monitored by 
a spectrograph and a fast photodiode, respectively. In all of 
the measurements the incident angle of the probe pulses was 
tuned to the incoupling range of the TM peak. Due to the 
refractive index change of the bR adlayer following excita-
tion, the coupling wavelength of a broadband probe pulse is 
expected to shift, or alternatively, the outcoupled intensity of 
a narrow-band pulse should change.

The first series of experiments aimed to demonstrate the 
frequency shift of the incoupled broadband pulse upon ex-
citation of the bR film. A brief conceptual description of the 
wavelength shift is the following: The incident angle of the 
probe beam is fixed at the maximum of the incoupling peak 

corresponding to the refractive index (n
A
) of the unexcited 

sample (BR state), determined by the mode equation. In this 
way we also fix the effective refractive index of the propagat-
ing mode (N). Upon excitation, the refractive index of the ad-
layer changes. Since other parameters of the waveguide have 
not been changed, the wavelength of the propagating wave 
should change, in order to fulfill the mode equation with the 
new value of the adlayer refractive index. Therefore, in case 
of a broadband probe beam, change in the refractive index 
of the bR adlayer involves a spectral shift of the outcoupled 
spectrum that can be measured at the end of the waveguide.

During the measurement, the FWHM (full-width-at-
half-maximum) bandwidth of the probe pulses of 12 ps was 
chosen to be 3 nm. The bR photocycle was initiated by the 
pump pulse with a duration of 45 ps, reaching the sample 
100 ps before the probe. Under these conditions, the only 
intermediate present in the photocycle is the K form, with a 
red-shifted absorption spectrum relative to the ground (BR) 
state. As it was demonstrated earlier, such a spectral shift 
should result in a refractive index increase of the adlayer, 
when measured at the wavelength of the probe pulse. This 
refractive index change, in turn, involves a red-shift in the 
incoupled spectrum, provided that the angle of incidence is 
unchanged. In fact, traces in (Fig. 9) show a red shift in the 
spectrum of the incoupled light upon excitation. This type of 
switching we call “frequency-switching”, because one can 
select different frequency bands of very narrow bandwidth of 
a broadband pulse, enabling frequency demultiplexing, an es-
sential operation in optical information processing. According 
to our calculations based on the mode equations (Tiefenthaler 
and Lukosz 1989; Ormos et al. 2002; Vörös et al. 2002), the 
amount of the observed spectral shift corresponds to a refrac-

Figure 8. Scheme of the setup used in the ps photonic switch experi-
ments.

Figure 9. Spectral shift of a broadband probe pulse following the 
excitation (pump), of the bacteriorhodopsin adlayer.
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tive index change that is comparable to that observed between 
BR and M, allowing a direct “amplitude switching”.

We have seen that in the case of a broadband probe pulse, 
the refractive index change of the adlayer is followed by a 
spectral shift of the incoupled spectrum, without any change 
in the intensity. However, if the spectral shift is larger than, or 
comparable to the half of the FWHM bandwidth of the probe 
pulse, a decrease in the intensity can be observed, provided 
the angle of incidence is set to the maximum of the incoupling 
peak. In order to realize the amplitude switching by the K 
intermediate, next the bandwidth of the probe pulse was nar-
rowed down to 0.8 nm using a Fabry–Pérot interferometer. 
The intensity of the outcoupled light was monitored by a fast 
photodiode. In order to maximize the effect, the angle of in-
cident probe pulse was slightly tuned off the resonance peak, 
until the output intensity decreased to its half-maximum. As 
the green pump pulse excites the sample, an angular shift of 
the incoupling peak occurs and the intensity of the incoupled 
light increases (Fig. 10).

When both the measuring (probe) and exciting (pump) 
pulses hit the sample (red line), the incoupled intensity is 
considerably higher than that when only the probe beam is 
present (grey dashed line). A small amount of the exciting 
light is also reached the detector, when the pump beam was on 
(green line). Correcting to this, the fast intensity modulation 
achieved in this experiment was about 50%. The above results 
clearly demonstrate the feasibility of ultrafast all-optical fre-
quency and amplitude switching using the picosecond BR→K 
transition of the bacteriorhodopsin photocycle. More effective 
switching is expected to be achieved in the future by proper 
modification of the protein sample (Aharoni et al. 2001) and 
optimizing the underlying photonic structure.

integrated optical logic gates based on 
bacteriorhodopsin

Having proven the feasibility of bR-based, fast integrated 
optical switching, bR-based logic gates were planned and 
realized built around another integrated optical structure, 
the Mach-Zehnder interferometer (Wolff and Dér 2010; 
Mathesz et al. 2013). After demonstrating the operation of 
the gate in different modes (binary and ternary logic) under 
quasicontinuous illumination conditions, here we show how 
the gate can perform a high-speed logical operation (as a 
comparator in ternary logic mode, using nanosecond flashes). 
Possible implications of the results in integrated photonics 
are discussed.

In an earlier work (Dér et al. 2007), it was shown that a 
waveguide-based integrated optical Mach-Zehnder interfer-
ometer can act as an all-optical light modulator. The active 
optical component of the device was made of a dried film 
of bR layered upon the top of the arms of the interferometer 
(Fig. 11). Excitation of the bR film by a continuous laser beam 
shifts the dynamic equilibrium between the concentrations of 
the ground state (BR

568
) and the M

412
 intermediate of the bR 

photocycle, accumulating upon quasi-continuous excitation. 
(The lower indices refer to the absorption maxima, in nm-s 
of the corresponding states of the photocycle.) Because of 
the spectral differences between BR and M, the refractive 
index of the sample (determined by the ratio of the two states) 
changes, hence, the effective refractive index of the propagat-
ing mode is also altered. When one of the active regions above 
the interferometer is excited, a phase difference between 
the two arms develops, consequently, the output intensity 
changes. Since the ratio of BR and M in the equilibrium 
mixture depends on the intensity of the continuous-wave 
excitation, the phase difference between the two arms can be 
controlled by the exciting light. By a continuous increase of 
the exciting intensity, a sinusoidal modulation of the output 
could be observed indicating that, with high enough exciting 

Figure 10. The ps amplitude switching. Time scale reflects only the 
speed of the detector while that of the optical switching is determined 
by the BR→K transition.

Figure 11. The measuring setup for the bR-based logic gates with the 
integrated optical Mach-Zehnder interferometer.
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light, a phase difference higher than 2π can be achieved (Dér 
et al. 2010).

Setting the operating point (biasing the interferometer)

In order to bias the interferometer on the above grounds, the 
key step is a proper preadjustment of the phase shift of the 
light propagating in one arm of the MZ interferometer. This 
can be realized by changing the refractive index of the bR 
adlayer on one arm via a CW control illumination (Dér et al. 
2010). Depending on its operating point, the MZ could work 
as a binary (two-state) or ternary (tri-state) logic gate.

If the operating point is set to any of the two extremes of 
the transmission function, the MZ works as a binary logic 
gate, while when the operating point is in the middle, the 
device works as a ternary gate (Fig. 12). Note that the sen-

sitivity of the interferometer, that is proportional to the first 
derivative of the transmission function for small signals, is 
considerably higher in the ternary mode.

Since the construction of the above logic device allows 
both binary and ternary modes of operation, first we dem-
onstrated the feasibility of logic gates in these basic modes 
with experiments using quasi-continuous illumination both 
for exciting and measuring light beams. Next, the results of 
pump-probe experiments will be shown, demonstrating how 
the device can perform a high-speed logical operation as a 
ternary-logic comparator, using nanosecond laser flashes.

Binary mode

As it was described in the previous section, the input values of 
our logic device were provided by the quasi-continuous excit-
ing laser beams, while the output was defined by the intensity 
level of the outcoupled measuring light. For the input values, 
the presence of excitation corresponds to logic 1, while the 
absence of it to logic 0. At the output, logic 1 is represented 
by high output light intensity of the interferometer, while 
logic 0 by low one.

Inverter

The first test of the device is carried out on an inverter (or a 
NOT gate), the simplest logic gate. The input value (X

2
) was 

changed for certain time intervals from 0 to 1, and, as output 
values, 1 and 0 were got, accordingly. Figure 13A shows the 
corresponding experimental data.

Figure 12. The transmission function of the Mach-Zehnder interfer-
ometer.

Figure 13. The realization of binary inverter (A) and XOR (B) gates, and their truth tables.
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XOR

As a next step, an XOR gate was realized with the Mach-
Zehnder device. First, the operating point of the interfer-
ometer was adjusted to a minimum of the transmission 
function to achieve a binary gate. Afterwards, the branches 
were excited alternatively or simultaneously. The results and 
the corresponding truth table of the XOR gate are shown in 
Figure 13B.

The above results demonstrate that a bR-based integrated 
optical device can properly function in the form of various 
types of logic gates in the binary mode, as was predicted in 
(Wolff and Dér 2010). Since the most widespread applica-
tions of photonic switching are related to the telecommunica-
tion industry, it was important to demonstrate that the NLO 
properties of bR allow optical switching also in the telecom 
wavelength regime (Fig. 14).

In the following, we focus on the ternary mode of opera-
tion, where the higher sensitivity of the device allows lower 
input light levels, and faster response times.

Ternary mode

Although, at the dawn of machine computing, ternary logic 
was considered to be a favourable choice (Glusker et al. 
2005), the only modern, electronic ternary computer (Se-
tun) was built in the late 1950, and a newer version in the 
1970s (Hunger 2008). Nowadays, the idea of ternary comput-
ing is being revisited, because of its theoretical advantages 
over binary logic (Connelly 2008). Given a set of assump-
tions outlined in (Hayes 2001), base e is the most efficient 

base for representing arbitrary numbers. Since in practice 
the base must be an integer, ternary logic would be more ef-
ficient than binary (Hurst 1984; Dhande and Ingole 2005). In 
fact, its advantages have been confirmed in digital memories, 
communications components, and the field of digital signal 
processing (Wu and Huang 1993). Despite, the practical 
realization of ternary computing has still been considered to 
be a matter of debate (Connelly 2008).

As a simple but important device working in the ternary 
logic mode, an integrated optical comparator was realized. In 
electronics, a comparator is a device that compares two input 
signals, and indicates at the output, which one is larger. It is 
easy to see that if the operating point is set to the middle of 
the sinusoidal transmission function curve (Fig. 12), the IO 
device can perform the function of an all-optical compara-
tor. Excitation of each arm leads to phase difference changes 
with opposite signs, therefore the output intensity changes 
oppositely in the two cases. Moreover, collective excitation of 
the arms leads to zero phase change when the output remains 
unchanged.

In one series of experiments, quasi-continuous illumina-
tion was used for the input signals. In Figure 15, it is shown, 
that the output light intensity level changes in the opposite 
direction when alternatively exciting the bR films above 
the two arms of the interferometer. If, namely, X

1
>X

2
, the 

output signal is positive, while if X
1
<X

2
, it is negative. If the 

input values are equal (X
1
=X

2
), the output intensity does not 

change. Note that the input intensities applied in this case 

Figure 14. Demonstration of bR-based switching at a telecom wave-
length (1350 nm). Intensity changes at the output of the Mach-Zehnder 
interferometer were measured upon rectangular exciting pulses of 
532nm (not shown).

Figure 15. Experimental data and truth table of the all-optical com-
parator realized as a ternary logic gate.
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were ca. 3 times smaller than those used during the experi-
ments in the binary mode.

In another set of experiments, another advantage of the 
ternary-mode-device was utilized, namely that the high sen-
sitivity of the MZ device at the ternary working point allows 
to demonstrate a high-speed operation. The optical path dif-
ference between the pump and probe beams was carefully 
adjusted so that they hit the sample at the same time. Intensity 
change traces measured at the output of the MZI in the case 
of distinct (blue or green, respectively) and collective (red 
curve) excitation of the arms of the MZI are shown on Fig-
ure 16. Note that, though, the kinetics of the recorded traces 
were limited by the relaxation time of the electronic detection 
system (ca. 20 μs), the time resolution of the optical logical 
device is determined by the ns time course of the pump and 
probe pulses, as usual in pump-probe experiments. Taking 
into account the linear response of the interferometer and 
the picosecond rise time of the K intermediate, in this case, 
the speed of the switch is limited by the pulse length of the 
pump and probe beams.

Conclusions

The above examples convey, that bacteriorhodopsin can eas-
ily find applications in waveguide-based integrated optical 
devices, as an active NLO material. The amount and speed 
of refractive index changes accompanying the photocycle 
are comparable to, or even higher than those of the inorganic 
crystals recently used. Its stability, fast, light-induced, geneti-

cally tailorable photochemical reactions and favorable nonlin-
ear optical properties make it a promising candidate in future 
integrated optical devices. The efficiency of the biophotonic 
switching is expected to be enhanced further by optimizing 
the underlying integrated optical structures.
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